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INTRODUCTICi:

There, is a general trend in chemistry today towards the use of pre-

cision instruments for faster, more accurate analytical work. Today's

chemist must therefore be faniliar with the general principles of electronics

so that he may effectively use theinstniments he has. He must also have a

good idea of what kinds of components he would need, how precise and expensive

they are, and how they could best be used in developing new instrumental

methods or in improving on present methods, A chemist must also have some

idea of how to repair the instruments he uses, or at least hovr to locate

trouble, since repair bills can be expensive and instruments vrhich are not

in operating order present a tremendous financial loss. The proper care c^

the instruments must also be considered in order to prevent unnecessarj"-

damage

.

Courses in electronics are available for cheraistr;;,' students in college,

but these generally have serious drawbacks for the smaller liberal arts

colleges. One of the finest courses is one designed by K. V. Xalmstadt and

C. G. Enke. The course uses educational instruments supplied by Heath Co.

(Benton Harbor, Michigan), the total cost of which is about ^1,000. The

book vrhich accompanies the course. Electronics for Scientists , is a very

comprehensive reference for electronics and instrument design. The course,

however, is designed to take an entire semester (15 weeks) which includes four

to five hours of laboratory work per week and an equal amount of outside

work. 2ach student must also have the complete set of equipment available

for his individual use during ihe laboratory period. This would mean,

at Sweet Briar, another whole course for chemistry and other science majors,

with a professor required to help vrith the laboratory and with much

expensive equipment needed. This makes the course extremely impractical

for a small college such as Sweet Briar.

It vfas also felt that this course did not develop as good a basic

understanding of the principles of electricity as is desirable. It vias

therefore my intention to design a laboratory for the existing course in

instrumental analysis that would incorporate the principles of the instruments

involved and their uses in chemical analysis.

The manner in which it Has felt that this could best be accomplished
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vras to design and construct readily understandable ciruits which would not

only shov; the principles of electcoi-icsbut which also could be used in makin,;j

chemical measurements. These principles may then easily be extended to more

complicated instruments where refinements in circuitry and design allovr

more precision but vihere the basic components are still the same. The

3eckman Model G pH meter is really no more than ar. amplifier and a potenti-

ometer vrith the scale ra£vk5d in pii units, so if the principles of a simple

amplifier and of a potentiometer are already understood, the operation

of the pH meter should also be understood.

The order in which the experiments are performed allows the student

to build on previously developed principles and also to use these principles

in actual chemical analysfe^ as they are presented so that the relevance of

the laboratory is emphasized.

In order to clarify the circuits, a breadboard was used in most of

the work, and the components were arranged on it so that the circuits

vrould appear on the board much as they appear in the circuit diagrams. For
,5

simplicity, peg board was used with _„ machine screws and nuts for terminals,

•Jlierever it was necessary/ to inter-change components or vjires, these were

equipped vrith a spring clip of the type developed by Malrastadt and Enke.

These could then easily be clipped onto the terminals.

Not all circuits have been completed, but the general ideas and the

directions that futther circuits might take have been considered. T^e

whole laboratory;/ vrill probably require ten weeks with two three-hour

laboratoiy periads a week. It vri.ll include dc and ac circuits, potentiometry

and potentiometric titrations, electrogravimetr'/, polaragraphy, conductivity

and conductometric titi*ations, power supplies, amplifiers, and an opportunity

for the student to do special projects such as constant current coulametry

or more detailed work with any of the above methods. Most of the chemical

theory will be presented during the lectures, but a good deal of the theory

of instrumentation mil actually be demonstrated in the laboratory.

In all the work, a background of a basic course in physics has been

assumed, but an explanation of principles or reference to appropriate sources

has oeen included vrith the laborator;/- directions. A list of related problems

is also included i-ri.th some of the vjork, and each laboratory sho»4d include

questions.





Because of the nature of the research, this report has been vjritten

as a laboratory manuel, vrith results, answers and conclusions follovfing

the directions for each experiment. The experinental results were

obtained to show that the instruments designed may indeed be used in the

manner described, but no attempt was made to obtain very precise results.





DIRECl" GURREMT DETECTORS AIID THE MULTffiETSR

One of the most oasic problems of electrochemical methods is that

of measuring currents and voltages. A lightbulb.when placed in a circuit

through which current is flowing or when placed acrcss a potential difference,

will light up, but although the intensity of the li^hl ms^^ change with

changes in current or potential, this does not give a sufficiently accurate

quantitative measurement. 3y using the relation between a moving charge and

a magnetic field however, it is possible to build a very sensitive linear

current detector which, \-n.th suitable modifications of the external circuit,

may be used to measure voltages and resistances as well.

In the discusxion which follows, it is assumed that the student is

familiar v;ith Ohm's law and series and parallel resistance circuits. A list of

problems which may serve as a helpful review may be found at the end of the

paper.

A movin-- charge sets up a magnetic field around it. Since a current

involves the motion of electrons, a wire carrying a current has a magnetic

field associated with it, as illustrated in figure 1.

line of induction of magnetic field, arro\-is show direction

current through conductor directed into the paper

Figure 1

The direction of B, the magnetic field, may always be determined by
holding the \-rire in the right hand with the thumb along the wire, pointing
in the direction of the conventional cui'-rent. The magnetic field is then
in the direction of the fingers.

The magnetic field, B, lies in the plane normal to the direction of

the current and its direction is alwa^-^s at right angles to the direotion of

the current, and is therefore in a circle around the conductor. 3y convention,

the arrov7 of 3 points io the north* If a compass were then placed oo a wire

carrying a current, the needle woidd be deflected such that the north end of
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the needle would line up with the south of the magnetic field established

by the current. If the compass were then placed under the wire, the needle

would still be deflected, but this time in the opposite direction.

A wire v/hich is bent in a circle and which carries a current also

nas a ma^,netic field associated with it, as is shovm in Figure 2:

currept in ^'

J

airectxon oi_^
arrow

'^'line of induction

conductor

* represents 3 out of paper

X represents 3 into paper

Figure 2

The net effect of this is that the circle of i-ri.re is a magnetic dipole, a

little magnet. If the wire is then coiled, a current passing through this

coil pi^oduces an even larger magnetic dipole as is illustrated in Figure 3:

The direction of the field due to

current through a coil may be determined

by holding the coil in the right hand so

that the fingers curl in the direction of

the current flow. The thumb then points

to the north.

Figure 3

If this coil were then suspended at right angles to a magnetic field,

V7henever there was a current in the coil, it would experience a torque and

tend to rotate so that the north end of the coil would be aligned with the

south of the field. This is the principle on which an ammeter is based.

A ve-rj fine coil is suspended between the poles of a horseshoe magnet

by a spring v^hich keeps it normally perpendicular to the field of the magnet

(see Figure ^) , and a pointer is attached. ''lien current flows in the coil,

it becomes a small magnet viith 3 in the direction indicated, and it tends to

turn so that it is oarallel to the field of the horseshoe magnet. However,
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.e sprin^i exerts a force in the opposite direction and therefore opposes

:e motion of the coil. The aiaount that the coil actually moves is propor-

.onal to the current because the magnitude of £ is proportional to the

3
Fj-gure 4--^

magnitude of the current. The pointer indicates the movement of the coil

anc^ if a suitable scale is attached, this becomes an accurate method for

measuring current. It is knoiim as a D'Arsonval meter ajid may be used in

either an ammeter or in a galvanometer. The latter may deflect in either

direction, depending on the direction in x-rhich the current flovjs, while the

former ma^'' be used only '.vT-th current in one direction.

An ammeter, then, is used to measure c^arrents. In order to do this,

it must be connected in the circuit in series so that the current passes

through it. From Ohm's law, y=iR, however, it is seen that the current will

change if the total resistance of the circuit changes. Putting a current

measuring device of significant resistance into the circuit will therefore

change the current being measured. Ideally, the resistance of an ammeter

would be zero, but since ever;^'- coil has some resistance, this is not possible,

if, however, the resistance of the^mmeter is small with respect to the

other components of the circuit, the change in current iirill be negligible.

Therefore it is desirable to have ammeters with low resistance.

An ammeter may be used to measure several current ranges by use of a

suitable shunt resistor. This is a resistor connected in parallel with the

meter which then carries part of the current flowin? in the circuit.





Figure 5 illustrates the shunting

circuit. R is the internal resistance
tn

of the ammeter, R the shunt resistance,
s

i and i are the currents through
s m ^

R and R respectively, and i, is
s m ^ " t

the total current in the circuit.

If R is adjusted such that only l/lo of the total current flows through the

meter, then the total current would be ten times as great as the meter reading.

'• Thus the smaller the value of the shunt resistor, the larger the range of the

ammeter.

An ammeter may also be used to measure voltages by application of Ohm's

law. If an ammeter of knoim resistance is placed across an unknown voltage,

the current which flows through the ammeter will be proportional to the

voltage and the proportionality constant will be the resistance of the ammeter.

That is, V ,
= i,, . , , xR , .

unknovm tnrmugh meter meter
If the resistance of the ajmmeter is adjusted properly, the scale of

the ammeter may be a suitable scale fo reading voltages directly. For example,

if an ammeter has a range from C to IC ma and its resistance is 1000 Jl, then

full scale deflection when it is placed across a voltage would indicate a

voltage of 1000 x 10 x lO'^a or 10 volts. ^!ost ammeters, however, do not

have this large a resistance. Bj' placing appropriate resistors in series witn

the ammeter, though, the total resistance may be increased to a convenient

value. An ammeter may then serve as a voltmeter of many ranges simply by

changing its resistance.

Because a voltmeter is used to measure the voltage drop across two points

in a circuit, it is always placed in parallel. If one uses it to measure the

voltage drop across a resistor however, one changes the total resistance of

the circuit and hence the current flowing in the circuit. Since the voltage

drop across a resistor is proportional to the current through it, the voltage

being measured vrill be changed by insertion of the measuring device. However,

• if relatively little current is drawn by the voltmeter, the change in voltage

will be small. Therefore a voltmeter shoiild have a large resistance vjith

respect to the resistances in the circuit. Figure 6 illustrates a circuit





voltmeter having some resistance, R ,

associated with it

Figure 6

for measuring voltage drop.

One single ammeter may then be used to make a multimeter, a combination

voltmeter and ammeter. having several scales for each function, by the choice of

suitable resistors and the correct use of these in the external circuit.

Suggested references for review of dc circuits:

1. Brophy, Bilsic Electronics for Scientists , McGraw-Hill Book Compnay, New
York, 19^6, chpt. 1.

2. Halmstadt and Enke, Electronics for Scientists , V/.A. Benjamin, Inc., Nev:

York, 1962, chpt. 1 and supplement 2.

3. Reilley and Sa;\'3^er, Experiments for Instrumental Methods , McGraw^-Hill Book
Company, Inc., New York, 1961, pp. 29^-29-6.

^. Sears, Electricity and Ma.r^netism , Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc.,
Reading, i,assachusetts, 19-^o, chaps. 5 and 10.

Procedure

Place a small compass on top of a resistance wire so that the compass

needle is parallel to the wire. (Mox^r mist you place the ivire vrith respect

to the earth's magnetic field?) Connect a I.5 volt dry cell to the wire

and observe the deflection of the compass needle. Reverse the direction of

the current (How?) and again note the needle deflection. Place the compass

under the vrire with the needle still parallel and repeat the above procedijre.

Explain your observations in terms of the magnetic field around tne current-

carrying wire and verify the right hand rule for field direction.

Next take a coil of wire and align the compass needle so that it

parallels the coil. Again connect the 1.5 volt drj?- cell and observe the A€«die dAfteck&r-^.

Reverse the field. (zHiat would be a better way to align the needle \-n.t'n

respect to the coil?) Again verify the right hand rule.
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Do not keep the coil or irire connected to the dr;/ cell for any len-th

of time Since they both have low resistance and t^lII draw large c\irrents aod

-:^ain the batter;/.

comoass -- t c ^^ compass

*r rkl^slt^hy\r%e T '^C- coil

Figure 7

Look at the broken ammeter which has been taken apart. Observe the coil

and sprin-s. Also observe the magnet in the Leeds and Morthrup galvanometer.

In the follo-.-ri.n2 experiments, a Heath vacuum tube voltmeter (VTWI) is

used as an accui-ate voltage measuring device to calibrate other meters. The

.rV!i may be used as a very accurate, high resistance Voltmeter. For further

information, see Reference 2, pp. 23-25.

The resistance of an amraeter may be determined by the follovri.ng

circuit (Figure S) :

Figure 6

Using an ammeter with a 0^15 ma range, adjust R so that the meter is

deflected to full scale, measure the voltage across the meter and calculate

R , the meter resistance, from Ohm's law.
m

calculate the resistances needed to convert the ammeter Lo a 0-150ma

iiieter range; to a 0-1. 5a . meter range. (How would you connect zhenl)

Calculate the resistances meeded to convert the ammeter to a voltmeter

havin- a 0-15v range; a 0-75v range; a 0-150v range.

Show Ghe circ-oits you would use for each of these ranges and uses,

including one for a 0-15ma ammeter.
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VJhen your circuit diagrams have been approved, you vri.ll be siven a

peg board vri.th the appropriate resistors attached. Some of tnese may not

"
".- the exact size that vfas calculated. Do yo^^ir calculated values fall -yjithin

,.ie limits of tolerance of the resistors? (Assume 1^)

Calibration of the meter

Connect the meter for the 0-15ma ammeter scale. Use a 1.5^ dry cell

and a decade box in the following circuit:

l.s-y

<iecabc box

^ijure 9

Be sure the decade box is set to at least
lOOA before connectin;/; the ammeter. {\Tayl)

The resistance of the meter has already been determined. The resistance

of the decade box is varied and the cui-'rent at each setting noted. The

total voltage across the circuit is obtained from the vacuum tube voltmeter,

and the actual current value is calculated from V=i(R + R ). Plot these
^ m v'

values a:'i;ainst the values for the current given by the meter.

Then connect the meter for the 0-15v scale. Using a variable voltage

source, plot the voltages given by the multimeter versus those of the WWi
usiny the follo'.ri.n.c: circuit:

^ vrVM
Note: /v\ -spresents the combination of

-(^j- plus the resistance.

Figure 10

'//hy should the MTM and the mustimeter both be connected across the power supply

when talcin^- measixfeenents? A variable voltage source usually uses a voltage
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divider. This is just a series of resistors with a voltage applied across

/•.era, and the output taken across tht .resistors. The ratio of the resistance

cross vrhich the voltage is tal<en to the total resistance is proportional to the ratio o

the voltage taken to the total voltage.

V,n J-
out

xn

Ri +

P.i + Ra + R3 + R^

Voltage Divider

Figure 11

<

The other aitmeter and voltmeter scales could be calibrated in the

•jflLie manner, using appropriate voltage sources. Because the use of relatively

high voltages is involved, however, the calibration curves '.ri.ll be given to

vou. These curves should be used everj'tirae the multimeter is used.
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Calculations, data and conclusions

The north end of the compass needle aligns itself vrith the south of

i eai-th's magnetic field. If the \n.re is placed so that it is parallel

to the eai-th's magnetic field, the needle >ri.ll parallel the -.-rire.

I/hen the compass was on top of the wire,

r -| the needle was deflected in a co'onter-

^ ^ -1- j.i"'' clocla-rise direction; when it was under

i the \n.re, the needle was deflected in a

clockvrise direction.

I'Jhen the direction of the current was reversed by reversing the battery, the

deflection directions wex^e reversed.

"/hen the coil was connected in one direction, there was no needle
O

deriection. VJhen the voltage was reversed, the needle was deflected 160 .

The right hand rule predicted

/K I
I

I I the direction of deflection

r 9 T"'"' 9 T
''^'' successfully.

noa « <^ >« C WO <^ \%0'' a€ (i \€ C Vi Otr\

It vrould be better to place the coil perpendicular to the earth's

field 20 that aii equal and opposite deflection would be observed when the

voltage was applied and reversed.

The voltage across the ammeter at full scale deflection (15i^a) was 0.3v.

The resistance was then calculated:

\'=iR R = T R = HtT = 2CJ^
m m X ^ u.ux:?

For the meter to have a 0-150ma range, only l/lO of the total current

can flow through the meter.

i = i + i Jhe voltage di-op across R and R
t s m -« iT s IT

must be the same. Therefore, ^^^-^= ^m^ra.*

p _ jn _ 20^. 9 o />
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For the neter to have a 0-1. 5a ran-e, only l/lOO of the total current

lav flow throuch the meter,

^t" IOC -t
"^

^s • • -s" 100^0 • lOO^t^^s ICO^t^'m

TD - JH-. - 20_ r on r>

s 99 99

Tor a voltmeter of 0-15v range, 15ma must flow through the meter cii-cuit

fwhen
it is put acrcss 13v. The total resistance of the meter circiit must

therefore be j;^^^-.,^
= 1000a. Since R^= ZQ^, , a 9i3ca resistor must be

used in series with the meter.

For a voltmeter of a 0-75v range, 15nia must flow when 75v are applied.

:he total resistance must then be (^^^-3 = 50Q0SL . A i^9Soa, resistor should

therefore be used in series vjith the meter.

For a ran^e of 0-1 50v, 15ma must flow when 150v are applied. Therefore

the total resistance muse be ]_^q- 3 = lOka . and the resistance needed in

series \n.th the meter is 9930^^ .

:he resistors actually available were 2.2^. 0.2ii. (resistance wire),

,?-n. , '+990Jti and ICkJl . If 1^ tolerance is assumed for the larger resistors,

^.his means that the 976 Ji. resistor has a resistance between 9^6Q^nd 935SXso

this is adequate for the 930X1. resistor. The 4990l\- resistor may var-y between

k^kZSi^and 50^10X1 and the lOlca. resistor may vary between 9900X1 and 11000iLso

f these ma;i^ replace the '4'93Qa.and 9980^1.3:'©sistors respectively.

The folloT-jing circuits would then be used:

-<d>
•lit -3

A )
'^>j'-^—

O-i'S'v' (joltmefcr-

O- UTO TTtCL ayncnett^
O-'ISv \JoU»in<i££\

-®--
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OrOtoC

arrangement of the resistors on the bread board was:

-Li®
,-cuits used in calibrating the meter:

The probes were equipped ^d-th alligator

clips for convenience. Wires equipped

with spring clips were supplied to

connect the various resistors to the

terminals.

0-1 5ma range

^1-

MyT^TTK

nA)->^

rotal resistance of the circuit - R^+ R^

= 20+ R^

Mote: If R is less than lOOA ,
the

current will be greater than 15raa and

the meter might be damaged.

0-150 ina range

30 V

.1

-
tvrt^HJ

-

RoO.ail

171

^c^^t^

Because there is a 2. 2 JZ resistor in

parallel with the meter resistance, the

total resistance of the circuit is

R + R where R is the eouivalent
V eq eq

resistance of the parallel arrangemenu =

kkm s

R + R
m s

22.2
= 2Sl. R,=R^+2Jl.

fv

C-1. "^a ran^e
1^351__

vr^/^^

C,i>~ o.xiz

0-15v range

Again. R.= R^+ R^^

R R km s _ '*

hq R + R 20.2
^ m s

R^= R^+ 0.2JI.

= 0.271
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0-75v range^
—|v/rvH

^^^0-n ®J

0-150v range

|h-

vr\/fi

-^) AM.

—

Because a voltage divider depends on the relative voltage drop across

resistors, changing the current through these resistors will change the

voltage drop.

In the case of the divider at left,

^^ V

Via ±
VC.U.V

out ,+ P.,+ Ri m If, however, the

output resistance is not infinite, there

will be, in effect, a finite resistance in

parallel vrith R^ and the effective resistance

vrould no longer be Rj_. Therefore, by drawing

current in the output circuit, the value of the output voltage is changed.

Hovfever, in the calibration of the meter, we arernot interested in the absolute

Value of the voltage, only in the difference in readings between a YTVl'I and

the multimeter. If both are therefore connected across the voltage divider,

the voltage drop across each will be the same, even though the drop across the

divider changed.

The above equation may be derived from Ohm's law;

y. = iR-+ iR,+ iR,
in - 2 3

V .= iR,
out '

V
out

in

"out"

iRi

Ri
^^

Ri+ R2+ R3 'in*



1
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Data - calioratior-i of the Q-l^'rr.a scale and the 0-150ina scale

Meter readin

j

(ma)

Voltaje
(vol's)

Resistance of

decade box ( )

Current in circuit
(calc^olated - ma)

l.G 1.3 1320 1.12

2.0 1.5 730 2.0

3.C 1.5 ^90 2.95

4.C 1.5 350 4.05

5.- 5.0 930 5.0

:.c r.o -00 6.1

7.e 5.0 o34 7.1

^c 5.0 > • • 5.2

9.0 5.0 32i+ 9.2

10.0 5.0 ^73 10.2

11.0 SO ^2- 11.2

12.0 1.0 3'36 12.3

13. C 5.0 35^- 13.2

1^.0 32^: 14.4

1^.0 5.0 30^ 15.3

10.0 30.; 2400 12.7

''CO 30.5 130c 23.5

33.0 30.5 •i90 34.2

•t-0 . 30.5 .i90 44.2

50.0 30.5 5^70 55.2

60.0 30,5 4-50 67.5

70.0 3C.5 390 7J.0

0.0 30.5 3^0 -9.0

90.0 30.5 302 100.0

100.0 30.-' 2" 2 111

lie. 30.5 VV9 122

12C 30.- ZZ: 133

130 30.: "^C"; 14 f

1^ jO.- 194 15-^

1:-: y-'-: l.C 169





\iiJf<Ufry* 1

&i\A'u^§ C^a

)

M

IB

//

(0

<f

3

;>

^ ^ 3 -y J- (i>

Cal I /9/f/? T/OK> Cu/^U^

^ 9 /£? // /a /J /V /S

C^i /(Lci/ahc^

to.<Ajirif U<^'^

C^^
irrjco)

o - /3'rTia 5
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/30
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- calibration of the 0-1. 5a scale

later reading
(amps)

Voltage
(volts)

Resistance of decade
box (oliins)

Current in circuit
(Calculated - amps)

0.10 30.5 300 0.102

0.20 30.5 150 0.215

0.30 30.5 99 0.308

0.^ 30.5 7^ 0.410

0.50 30.5 60 0.505

0.60 30.5 49 0.62

0.70 30.5 i;2.1 0.72

0.30 30.5 36.9 0.32

Although the aniraeter vdJLl measure higher currents, these would be too

lar~e for the resistors of the decade box, so further readings were not taken.

Data - calibration of voltraeter scales

a-l-v

er

ran::-e

VTW.

0-75v ran-;e 0-1 50v

Multimeter

ran-:e

Multimet l-Iultimeter VTVlvI VtVM
reading (v) reading (v) reading

5.0

(v) readin:; (v)

4.8

reading

10

(v) reading (v)

1.0 1.1 10

2.0 2.1 10.0 10.0 20 20

3.0 3.0 15.0
-1 1, /->

30 30

^,o 4.0 20.0 20.0 40 39

4.9 4.9 25.0 25.0 50 49

6.0 6.2 30.

e

30.0 60 60

7.0 7.0 35.0 35.1 70 69

7.9 3.0 40.0 40.1 80 30

9.5 9.6 45.0 45.0 90 39

10.0 10.2 50.0 50.0 100 99

11.0 11.2 55.e 54.0

12.0 12.2 65.0 64.5

13.0 13.3 70. 70.0

14.0 14.1 75.0 74.5
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MULL 3AUNC3 DF.aCES: THE ^iHS/LTSTONE BRIDGE AND THE POTENTIOMETER

It has been s'ao\m that a D'4rsonval type meter nia^' be used to measure

both potentials and currents, l^e problem of resistance measurements is not

as easy. To use Oiim's law, one must apply a potential across the resistoc

and then measure the current through it. If one has available a constant

source of known potential, one may use the follovans circuit (Figure L2)

;

V, is the kno^/m ootential, R the unknoi^m resistor
k '

y-

^^ and R is the resistance of the ammeter. Because

y, = i(R + R ), it is Dossiole to calcxLate R,^ if
k ^ X m' ' - ^

Figure 12 R is known, but there is no simple linear scale

that may be read directly because of the meter resistance. There is also the

3

problem of knowing the voliase accurately. Often two meters are used;

Figure 13

K5)-^

Figure 14-

In the circuit shoT-m in Figure 13, the above problem is not eliminated, and

in Figure Ih, only part of the current in the ammeter flows through R^, some

also flov/s through the voltmeter.

Resistances may be measured accurately by use of the null balance

',^/heatstone Bridge:

Figure 15

Here the detector is a galvanometer.

The bridge is balanced by adjusting

the resistors until there is no

current through the galvanometer.

If there is no current through the

galvanometer, then there can be no

potential difference across the

galvanometer and points b and c must

be at the saiiie potential. In order

for this to be true, the voltage

drop across R^ must equal the voltage drop across Rg, ie, V = V .

ab ac
Also,
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since no current flows through the salvanometer. the current in R3 must

equal fne current in R3 and the current in R, must. equal the current in R,.

Kow, V ,= iaRa and V^^= i,R.. Therefore. i,R, = iaP.- ^J smilar arguments.

V = -'^^
and ±,R^= UR.. Dividing the two equations, one obtains:

'od 'dc'

Ri Rz Hi _ R4

r: =r;
°'' r; ~ rI

If R3is an unknown resistor, and -„ Rp.and R, are kno.^. the value of R3 is

readily calculated.
^

A very convenient V/heatstone Bridge may be constructed using a decade box

for R, and var-yin^i the ratio of |^ in a siiaple manner. If Ri:R2= 1:1. then

R :R^= 1:1 and the value of the unknovm resistance, R3, viill be that of the

dicade box. If ^ = ^, then the unknovm resistance mil have a value ten

times as great as\e value of the resistance of the decade box when the bridge .

is balanced.

Another null balance instrument is the potentiometer. This may be

used to measure potential differences more accurately than a voltmeter since

no current need be draT'.Ti.

If two equal potential sources are connected in such a way as to oppose

one another, no current can flow in the circuit because there is no potential

difference between any txro points in the external circuit.

If v^= '.g, then points a and b afe at the

same potential and no current flows

through the galvanometer.

"T^^r -[-£. an unknown voltage is opposed by

Figure 16 ^ knovm. variable voltage, and this known

voltage is adjusted until no current flows between the two potential sources,

then the unknown voltage is equal to that known voltage. In this way the

voltage is measured without dra;d.ns any current from the variable voltage

source when the potentiometer is balanced. Therefore, a voltage divider can be

used to vary the voltage. A sample potentiometer is shovm in Figure 1?.
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H'

P-1 R

HJ>

The resistance is adjusted until nm

current flows through the galvanometer, V

must then equal the voltage drop across R^

vrhich is iRj, . 3ut i= knoTrm so
^ + "'-'

riiiure 17

RiV,
_ . p _ ^ knovm

'x- ^-i- Ri+ Rg

Ihe accuracy of this potentiometer is dependent upon the accuracy with

which the voltage is known and the accuracy viith which the ratio of R^ to the

s^j.-n of Ri+ R2 can be determined. I'his type of potentiometer is also incon-

venient because calculations must be made for every measurement.

A raore convenient potentiometer is one in which the current through the

voltage divider is adjusted by use of a standard cell so that the voltage

across the divider is knovm accurately. If the divider is carefully designed,

it is possible to knovr how many volts are across each diy * n and thus the

voltage can oe read directly i^rithout having to calculate 'each time. The

Leeds and Horthrup Student Potentiometer is this kind of potentiometer.

This potentiometer uses 16 ten-ohm resistors in series. 15 of these

are precision resistors, the loth is a slide wire which has been calibrated

to allovr further divisions. The circuit used to standardize this is represented

in Figure 13.

10 n. )OJi.

(O-n

©

Figure 13

H
Vi
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if V , the standard cell, is knovm to have a potential of 1.0190v,

then this voltage is set on the potentiometer by using ten of the ten-ohm

resistors and t~ of the length of the slide wire resistor (the resistance
100 ^

of the slide \tlre is proportional to its length) . R is then adjusted until

no current floiis trirous:h the galvanometer. The voltage droo across 10CJI +

12
100

. 10 -A. or 1019 J^ is 1.019 volts and the drop across each ten-ohm

resistor or division of the potentiometer is O.lv. If the ov battery remains

constant and 3. is not chan^^ed, then each division ^nT-II represent O.lv and

a ver-y accurate, conveinent potentiometer is available. If the external

circuit is arranged ;ri.th a double throvr, double pole si'fitch, the standard

cell may easily be put back in the circuit from time to time to verify the

standardization of the potentiometer (see Figure 22).

The Student Potentiometer also has a multiplier device which allows

one to measure voltages which are. -r— that of the standard cell with the

same degree of accuracy. This is essentially just a shunting circuit v:hich

makes it possible for only yr^ of the voltage drop to appear across the voltage

divider. If 1.1 volts are applied across the circuit shown in Figure 19, P-a

being the voltage divider and Rj_ being

a standard resistor, each division of

of Rg vri.ll have 0.1 volts across it.

If, while taking measurements, the

positions of R^ and Rj are reversed as

illustrated in Figure 20, 1.6 volts

still appeal' across the circuit but now

the voltage dfop across Rg is only

-,^„,- (l.'5) or 0.016 volts, and the

voltage drop across each division is

onli' O.OOlv or Imv.

Figure 20

l(cOJl

The circuit diagram for the Leeds and llorthrup Student Potentiometer

is shovm in Figure 21.
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The 15 ten-ohm resistors

and the slide v;ire

resistor are arranged

in a circle to save

soace.

Figure 21

Figure 22 shows the potentioneter connected for voltage measurements.

Figure 22

The galvanometer used in the follo^-rins ejqjeriments is the Leeds and

Northrup 2iJ-20-a galvanometer with an external damDing and shunt resistor. The

theory of these resistors ma^' be found in Sears' Slectricity and Karnetism , chpt 10.

The circuit is illustrated in Figure 23.

1 10*

I—

:'ia

This -vri-ll be represented simply by

—TgV- tiiroughout the experiments

^\(\ojr<i, ^^
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Procedure

The bread board circuit available for the Ifneatstone Bridge is illustrated

by Figare Zk. The decade box has a range from 0-939 Ji . The smallest divisions

on the box are O.lj^ , but these

.^^

#-

,%% Jh acQ^ bc>>i

I

Figure 2^

are not accurate any more.

Show how you would

connect the bridge (using

a dry cell as the voltage

source) to give the follovri.n£

resistance ranges i-jith three

significant figures: 100-999J2

;

10.0-99.9Jl; 1000-9999Ji; and

10000-99999 -SI .

Measure the resistances of

several unknown resistors.

Potentiometers and chenieal cells

The multimeter, a slide rtare potentiometer, and the Leeds and Korthrup

Student Potentiometer -.Jill be used to determine the value of several chemieal

cells. For further information about chemical potentials and the Weston

Standarei cell, the student is referred to a standard chemistry text such as

Meites and Thomas* Advanced Analytical Cneiaistry .

Measure the potential of a dry cell (1.5v) v:ith the multimeter. Then

use the slide vrire potentiometer in the following circuit:

vr^/^^

L|L__

Vk

Because the length of the ;d.re is

proportional to the resistance, the

ratio of R^ to Ri+ Rg is the ratio of

Li to Li+ L2 where L^ and Lg are the

lengths of R^ and Rg respectively.

Use the VTVM to measure the voltage

across the slide vdre. vJhy should this

Figure 25
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"e kept across the wire vrhen the bridge is bein-j balaxiced?

Use a standard Weston Cell as V and connect the Leeds and Korthrup

potentiometer as shown in ?igure 22. Set the potentiometer to read the

potential of the standard cell and adjust R^ until the bridge is balanced.

Sg should be a tap switch and should be held down as briefly as possible to

avoid drai.iing jtnucn current from the standard cell. Then measure the voltage

of the dry cell with this potertiometEr.

Using battery cups, set up the following chemical cells:

Cu I Cu(NO 3 ) 2 ( IM)
II
Zn ( NO 3 ) 2 ( BI) | Zn

Ag IAgNO 3 ( L'i) II Cu( MO 3 ) 2 ( B:) I Cu

AglAgllOaClil) ll Zn(N03) 2(HO I Zn

Measure the potential of each cell, determine which electrode is positive and

which is negative, and ^^rite the half cell reactions. On this basis, choose

the most convenient ion as a standard and establish a relative scale of half

cell potentials.

Then dj.lute part of the &a(N03)2 solution to C.OOIM and measure the

potential of a Cu|Cu(;:C3) gClM) Hc-aCMOa) aCO.OCliX) |cu cell. Predict which

electrode will be negative.

Find a potentiometric titration in one of the laboratory manuals

and do it using either the Student Potentiometer or the Beckman Model G

pH meter. (This pH meter is just an instrument in which the low potential of

the glass esectrode is amplified and then measured with a potentiometer which

is calibrated in pH units instead of volts and is standardized with a buffer

solution of same pH value instead of v/ith a standard voltage.)
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Calculations, data and concli^sions

Wheatstone Bridr^e circuits:

I

For ranse of lO.Oj^o 99.9JI

100 ^
1000

R

V lO^v

Since the decade box must be used fron

100j>.to 999Jl.to give sufficient accuracy,

this range is multiplied by l/lO to £ive

a range of lOJl to 99.9JZ

.

locn

lOQA to 999JI. ran^e 1000Jl to 999Qji range 10000JL to 99900/Z ran;:e

The slide wire potentiometer vras used to measure l.i po,.entials of two

different Weston cells.

Data: V^ L^ Li+ Lg

Cell A 6.3v 13.3 100.0

Cell 3 6.4v l^+.O 100.0

^4-

Ivtvm

-H-
f

Calculations: ,, ,

^^^^1^ VlT^ =^5^ (6.3)= 0.37V

Cell 3 V.= T^^r-r-
" 4^ iSA) = 0.9O-3~ Li+ Lg 100

The potential of a new standard Vjeston cell is 1.0l36v. ^cause of a calculation
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error, Cell 3 was^ftouqH^to be accurate enough, and its voltage was takea to

be I.OI9OV during the rest of the experiment.

Cell potentials;

The slide ;>rire poteniometer and multimeter were only used in the

measurement of the potential of the first cell.

Data:

Cell Leeds and Morthrup Slide m.re Multimeter

Potentiometer potentiometer

copper - zinc 0.9270v 0.95v 0.6v

silver - copper C.4-150V - ~

silver - zinc l,¥^^v

negative
electrode

zinc

copper

zinc

Because the copper electrode was at a higher potential than the zinc

electrode and at a lower potential than the silver electrode, the copper

half cell, Cu"^+ 2e'^ Cu, was taken as the reference potential and assigned

a value of zero volts.

In the first cell, copper was plated out while zinc was ionized and

dissolved in the solution. The total reaction was therefore : Cu + Zn-»Zn +Cu.

Ey convention, a reaction vmich occurs spontaneously has a total potential which

is positive. Since the copper half cell is defined to have a potential of zero

volts, the half cell, 2n-» Zn"'^+ 2e", must have a potential of K).927v. The

reverse reaction, Zn'*^+ 2e"—»Zn, would therefore have a potential of -0.927v.

In the second cell, copper was the negative electrode which indicates

that the reaction at that electrode was Cu— Cu"^+ 2e" (leaving the electrons on

the electrode, thus making it negative). The silver was plated out: Ag + e-»Ag.

The total reaction had a potential of O.^+lSv, and since the copper half cell

has a potential of zero volts, the silver half cell must have a potential of

0.i|-15v.

Therefore the following arrangement can be made:

Zn"*^ + 2e"5=*Zn -0.927v

Cu"*^ + 2e"f=? Ga O.OOv

Ag"^ + e"^Ag +0.iH5v

On this basis, the reactions which would be expected to go spontaneously
1 ,1, J,

in a zinc - silver cell are: Zn—Zn + 2e" and Ag + e"—^ Ag. The total
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potential wo^old be expected to be 1.3'4-2v with zinc as the negative electrode.

The measured potential was l.^^^v and zinc was indeed the negative electrode.

The discreoancry in values could have been due to differences in concentrations,

temperature even the batter:/ cups, and demonstrates the difficulty in determxnxng

absolute cell potentials.

A cell was made usin^ copper electrodes in copper solutions of two

different concentrations, one which was L>1 in Cu^ and one which was O.OOBl

in -u"^ Because at equilibrium the Oa"^ concentration she-old be equal in the

two solutions, copper should be olated out of the Bl solution and it should be

dissolved inco the 0.001>: solution, making the electrode in the less concentrated

solution the negative electrode. This was found to be the case. The potential

difference was fouihd to be 0.0575v which, from the Fernst equation, xs seen

to be in the ri-ht ran^e.

5 = ^(lo,; 10^) = |(.C59) = -.038v
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From the preceding vfork, the student should have enough understanding

to be able to follovf the electrograviiaetric and polarographic methods which

„/ be found in any analytical text. These are the experimental methods which

should be used next, but since they are treated adequately in other sources,

.3v will not be discussed here.

aPACITORS, BIDUCTOPvS, MD AC CIRCUITS

In this section it is assumed that the student knows what an ac current

is, the equations for instantaneous and rras values, and what each means, and

how ac detectors( including the oscilloscope) work. Supplement III in

.'lalmstadt and 2nlce's Electronics for Scientists may be of value and chapter 1

of that book has a very .ood discussion on detectors. Chapter 2 in Brophj^'s

,asic 2:lectronics Cor Scientists is also a good reference for this section ;-ri.th

an excellent treatraent of oscilloscopes.

The purpose of the discussion in -.his section is to clarify the effects

of capacitors and inductors in ac circuits so that their use in electronics

nay be understood.

Capacitors

A capacitor is an electrical component vrhich has the ability to store

charge. The voltage which appears across a capacitor is proportional to the

charge on it. The proportionality constant, C, is the capacitance of the

capacitor. Q = CV where Q is the charge on the capacitor and V is the voltage.

If a capacitor is placed in series with a resistor and a dc voltage is

applied, current v^ill flow until the voltage across the capacitor is equal

to the voltage applied. The charge on the capacitor at a given time may be

found by considering the circuit shown in Figure 26.

V , = V + V , = iP: + 5 . Put i = ^ab ac cb C at

.
* . V ,

= 4^R + ^. This differential
ao CiZ C

^"^'^^'"l r*"^ equation may be solved to give

Figure 26 ^/c'^

q = CV(1 - e- '/-").
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dt
= i-e'^^'^^. As t approaches

RCThe current, i, then becoraes

Infinity, i approaches zero. The current at t = is |g and this decreases

exponentially with time. V--hen i=0. y^^=0 and V^,^=V^^ or all the voltage appears

across the capacitor.

If the dc voltage is replaced by an alternating voltage, the situation

becomes quite different. Initially theiB is no volta.^e drop across the capacitor .

VJhen voltage is applied, current flows through the circuit.. As long as it

flows in one direction, the capacitor continues to charge and the voltage

across it continues to increase, -•'hen the current reverses direction however,

the capacitor begins to discharge. The voltage acfcoss the capacitor is therefore

at a maximurn when the current has reached zero, before it changes directions.

3efore the voltage across the capacitor can

be reversed, the capacitor must discharge

completely and then, as long as current flows

in the opposite direction, the capacitor vri.ll

charge in that direction. The voltage across

the capacitor -.dill therefore be a minimun when the current has increased to

zei'o again but before it changes directions. It then becomes apparent that

half of the current flow in ax^ one direction is used in removing the charge

acquired by the capacitor in the previous half period, and the other half of

the current fiow is used to eharge it in the new direction. Furthermore, the

voltage reaches its maximum or minimum a quarter of a period after the current

reaches its respective maximum or minimum. Therefore the current is said to

lead the voltage by 9U*». (See Figure 28)

This may be shoi-m mathematically b? considering the circuit of Figure 29.

V©

on C a«

.•igure 27

Figure 28 Figure 29
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Since the components are in series with each other, the current through

each component must be the same at any time, t. If i is the instantaneous

current and I the peak current, then i=I sinarft.
P P

V , = iR = RI sin 2irf t
CO p

V^^=
^

Since i =
f?_

' q =Jiclt = fl^^sinarrf t.

q = -5^cos2nft + constant. But q=0 when the current is

I

'2rf """'-" """ 'ac .2nf^

a maximum or when Zlt^t = * .*. the constant = 0.

-1"

J.

^cos2irft and V = :r£—;Ein(2fri t - 90°)

1^ analorjy with the equation for'the voltage across a resistor, a

capacitor may be considered to have a resistance of p-„p and cause the

voltage to be ^O** out of phase -icith the current, ow^-n is sailed the

reactance of the caoacitor and is denoted by X .
*' c

If a resistor and capacitor are connected in parallel I'lith an ac

volta^^e across them, the voltage across each v/ill be the same at ar^'' given

time but the currents through them will be 90° out of phase.

Inductors

An inductor is a coil of w"ire. In a dc circuit, this will be an

electromagnet and after the current reaches a maximum, any voltage across

it ;nt.11 be due to the iR drop. In an ac circuit, however, the constantly

changing current induces an emf in the coil. To see vihy this emf is

induced, let us consider the properties of a charge moving in a magnetic

field.

A moving charge has associated with it a magnetic field. If this

charge is moving in a magnetic field which is at right angles to the

direction of its raotiOn, it i-rill experience a force which is mutually

perpendicular to the velocity vector v and the field vector 3. This

ma^'' be understood by considering a positive charge moving as shown in

Figure 30 > through a magnetic field v/hich is directed into the paper.

X X X X xr^ 3s'' the right hand rule, the field associated

^ :^'tv^
^ with the cari:e is seen to augment the field

X f: XXX
X X X X X on one side and reduce it on the other,

X X X X X causing a gradient in the field. The charge

"if'ure "^0 vrill therfore experience a force towards the

too of the cage.
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X

X

X

XXX
XXX

.. X

X X

Figui-e 31

X xi X X X

--•
X X jv

iocurrwi »-I -\ X X X

X X X jS. -'^ J\.

x6

X

X

X

Fijiure 32

If a conductor is moving in such a field, the free electrons will

experience a force in the opposite direction, and a potential difference

will develop in the conductor (see Figute 31). If the circuit is completed

X by slidin?; the wire along a u-shaped conductor

X as shoi-m in Ti^^ure 32, current will flow in the

X circu.it because of the potential developed

X as lon2 as the vTire is moving within the

masnetic field. The current floTvT-ng through

the vrire has a magnetic field associated i'fith

it which again augments the existing field on

one side and reduces it on the other; this time

in such a way as to cause a force which opposes

the motion of the wire.

Another way to look at this is to

sa^'' that the ma,^netic field is moving ^vT.th

respect to a stationary charge. The motion of the charge is relative, so

if the magnetic field is moving, current vrill flow if there is a completed

circuit.

If one considers a coil of wire, moving a bar magnet into the

coil has the same effect as moving the coil around the magnet. If the

coil is part of a complete circuit, current will flow such that the

motion of the magnet is opposed by the field associated with the current.

Since like fields repel one another,

the coil must have a current induced

T~f such that the resulting electromagnet

j^>— '^'^^ ji has its north pole opposite to the

1

1

north pole of the magnet. The

direction of such a current may be

deterained by the right hand rule and

'.n.11 be in the direction indicated in

Figure 33. In order for current oo

flov:, there must be an emf induced, the direction of vxhich is also

indicated in Figure 33. Similarly, when the magnet is removed from the

ir

Figure 33
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coil, a field vould a-ain be established to oppose the motion of the

magnet. This time the direction of the induced field would be such

thit the south end of tha coil would attract the north en& of the

magnet. Therefore, the current and enduced emf wo-old be in the opposite

direction.

Arw chanb-e of the magnetic field within a coil therefore induces

an emf which opposes the changing of the field. In an ac circuit,

where the current through a coil is constantly chaging, the magnetic

field in the coil is also changing and therefore an emf is induced to

oppose this change.

O-

As the current thj^ough the coil

increases, the magnetic field increases.

I L ^ If the current xs increasxng in the airec-

tion indicated in Figure 3^, then an emf

develops across the inductor which opposes

this increase in current. This emf is

greatest when the rate of chan::e of the

magnetic flux is greatest. This rate of change is directly proportional

to^the rate of change of the current. Vfnen i, still flowing in the direction

indicated, begins to decrease, the field of the coil begins to decrease,

and this decrease is opposed -try inducing an emf in the opposite direction.

Figure 3^

^y^i*>r»«u»t\ e«vir

:he induced emf, V, , is proportional

to the rate of change of the current.

.di

'^L= dt
where L is the proportionality

Figure 35

constant and is called the inductance.

The instantaneous current, i, in

the circuit of Figure 36 is the same

tnrough the resistor and through the inductor, i = I^sinarfft. The

voltage across R at any time is V^= RI sin2irft. The voltage across

~@-

Figure 3-

L = L^ = LI 2irfcos2nrt = ZnrtI sin(90<'-2nTt)

The voltage across an inductor then

leads the current by 90". Again.

by analogy with the voltage across

R, the inductor may be considered to

have a resistance of 2rrfL and cause
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the voltage to be 90° out of phase T-rith the current. ZffL is called the

reactance of the inductor and is denoted by X^^.

In the case of an inductor and a resistor connected in parallel,

the voltage across each must be the same at any time, but the currents

through them mxH be 90° out of phase with one another.

Resonaufic!

If an inductor, capacitor and resistor are all connected in series,

the current thfbugh each ^-rill be the same at any time, but the voltages

across each xTill be out of phase.

C ±.
The voltage across R, V^, = RI sin2nft

'- P

The voltage across L, V, ,
= 2|rfLI sin(90°-2irf t)

ii p

The voltage across C, V^,

If these voltages are all plotted on the same time scale, one obtains a

set of sin v/aves such as that shown in Figure 38. The total voltage villi

be the sura of the three sine waves.

^sin(2rrrt-9o°)

Figure 38

It is apparent that V„and Y. are 180° out of phase. The maximum
-J
o Lt

or peak voltage of V^ is -^^I and the maximum voltage of V, is 2/7fLI^.

If thes«were equal, the two voltages ^TOuld exactly cancel one another

and the total voltaoS of the circuit would equal the voltage across R.

This is illustrated in Figure 39. The greatest voltage that can appear

across R is Y , the voltage of the ac source. The greatest current
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^ ilfiiTTpL
^npc

Figure 39

V

possible is therefore -^, If 21^1 = llTxtHQ, then the current in the

circuit -d-ll be a laaxirtium. Also note that the voltage across the capacitor

and the inductor may be larger or smaller than V^, but as long as Xj^= X^,

they x>nLll cancel one another and V^ will equal V^.

If the same com-ponints are connected in parallel, the voltage

across each vrill be the sane, but the currents l^n.ll be out of phase.
.0v:i

—

\ax V = V sin2irft
s p

V

I = -T^sin2Vft
R K

I = v^awfcsinCgc-aprft)

.'1. -Ji'e

V
I = -^ sin(arf t-9C°)

.his time, if the currents are plotted on the same time scale, one

obtains a set of sine v:aves such as that shown in Figure kl. The total

current ^d.11 be the sum of the three sine waves.

Figure ^1
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In this case, I^and L. are ISO** out of phase. IJov: if - ._ = 2jffL,

the current in C would be equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to

the current in L. The total current v/ould then be the same as the current

through R. Here the current would be a minimum. Note, however, that

the currents in C and L may be quite large compared to the current in R,

but as lon^ as X = X, , these two vn.ll cancel each other and not effect the

total amount of current dfavm.

For a series circuit then, when X„ = X, , the current is at a

maximum and voltages much higher than Y may appear across C and L.

For a oarallel circuit, when X^ = X^. , t^e current drawn is a minimum

but currents much higher than the total current draivn m^ty flow through

C and L. vrnen X^ = X,, the circuit is said to be in resonance.

Procedure.

10/4 P ±

Fi'sure 42

The circuit illustrated in Figure kZ is used to show the process

of charging a capacitor.

In usinj; an electrolytic

capacitor always be sure the

positive potential is connected

to the positive side of the

capacitor. Construct this

circuit. Close the switch.

Observe the cureent flow,

direction and ran-:e, as indicated by the galvanometer, wlien the current

ceasesjto flow, measure the voltage across the capacitor ;irith the switch

still closed. Then open the svTitch and measure the voltage across the

capacitor again. Close the sv/itch so that the circuit is short-circuited.

Again observe the magnitude and direction of L...e current. V^aen current

ceases to flow, measure the voltage across the capacitor.

Using the step-down transformer as the ac voltage source (5v ac)

,

Construct the circuit shown in Figure ^3. (For an explanation of

transformers, see any of the references listed on page 3.) Do not use

the electrolytic capacitor in an ac circuit.
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4-*^'^

Use the vacuum tube voltmeter to

measure the voltage across the capacitor,

the resistor, and the whole circuit.

Measure the current with the ac ammeter.

Now connect the capacitor and resistor in parallel as shown in

Figure 44-. HeasAre the current through each component, the total

current, and the total voltage. From the voltage drop across the

capacitor in each case and the current through it, calculate the reactance

of the capacitor.

Connect two .25^f capacitors in parallel with one another and put

thera in series vjith the ten kJl resistor, as shown in Figure 45.

\o^Jl

Figure 44 Figure 45

:reating this parallel arrangement of capacitors as a whole unit, calculate

the reactance of the unit. Since -^^^r: = X_, v;hat may be said about the

total capacitance of two capacitors connected in parallel?

l.ze inductor used has an unknown inductance, before beginning,

measure the resistance of the inductor either with the V/heatstone Bridge

or v.-ith the ohmmeter setting of the VTVM. Should this resistance oe con-

sidered to be in series or in parallel with the inductance?

Connect the ten klresistor and the inductor in series and in

pai^allel with one another, and repeat the kinds of measurements made
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for the capacitor. Calculate the reactance of the inductor in each

case. From X = 2|rfL and f=i=-:Ocps, calculate the inductance of the coil.
la

Construct the circuits shown in Figures ki~.k9, and measure the

voltage across each component and the current through each. Explain

your resuits on the basis of resonance considerations.

l!ote: The parallel arrangement of

capacitors should oe treated as one

lOkJlt^ ,ir«e L capacitor. (ivTiat is its equivalent

capacitance?)

loi'Ji f R

<A>-}|-

Fisure ^7

.35/1

P

Figure ^8

'./nat is a possible reasmn for

any discrepancies that appear

between the current in the resistor

and the voloa^e across it?

(V =1 R.)
^ rms rms
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The oscilloscope may be used to determine phase angles between

voltages across different components in an ac circuit. This maji be

done in one of two ways. The signal from each component may be put on

the vertical input, the horizontal sweep adjusted so that a stationary

wave is obtained, and the relative positions of the maxima and minima

observed. The other method is to put the si-:nal from one component on the

vertical plate and the signal from another component on the horizontal

plate and to observe the shapes of the Lissajous figures thus obtained.

Try each of these methods using the series citcuit which was

most nearly in resonance. '/Jhy wouldn't this method vrork in observing

phase an les in a parallel arrangement of components?





Calculations, data and conclusions

Vjhen a dc voltage was applied across the capacitor, corrent was

observed to reach a maximum v:hen the circuit was closed and decrease

slowly to zero. >/hen the current was zero, the voltage across the

capacitor was equal to the applied voltage and it remained at that

potential when the svritch v;as opened. T'/hen tas circuit was shorted,

current reached a maxLnum again and decreased slowly to zero, but

this time the needle of the galvanometer was deflected in the ppposite

direction. V/hen the current had ceased to flow, the voltage across the

capacitor was zero.

Data and calculations for the circuit shovm in figure '-^J-

Total voltage 6.2v
^

Voltage across C...4.3v X^^= ^ -
TJ^dO*'*

^ '^^•5^^'

Voltage across R...^.2v

Current O.^ma

Data and calculations for circuit shown in Figure kk:

Total voltage 5 . 7v

Total current O.Sma y - 3.7 o qu- f\

^C~ 5.3x10-* ~ y.^Klv
Current m R 0.5oma

Current in C C.5'3ma

Data and calculations for circuit sho^vn in Figure '+5:

Total voltage 5.7^

Voltage across capacitors. .2. 5v
2.5 _ /- rt

Voliage across R; 5.0v X^^^^,^
capacitors" k~5^^ " 5. >^kXl-

Current 0.4-5ma

Since X =
-^^F^, C = ^fp^. Since X^ is approximately one half

as great for tvro .l^-p,^ capacitors in parallel as for one .25^ capacitor,

the capacitance of the two together must be twice as great as for the

single capacitor. The total capacitance of two capacitors in parallel

is the sum of the individual capacitances, in this case, .5^.

The resistance of L was fou&d to be 500jz. The resistance of L is

in parallel ;ri.th the inductance <ince the same voltage must always

appear across each.
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Da';a and calculations for the inductor and resistor in series;

Total Voltage 5.2v

Voltage across R. ...^.2v

Voltage across L....1.6v

Current O.'+^nia

1.'

4.5x1!
7-4 = 3.:^kIL-

Data and calculations for the inductor and resistor in parallel;

Total voltatie 5. 2v

Current in R O.oma

Current in L 1.3^»s.

Total current 1. 5i'ia-

Data for circuit of figure iJ-6:

(C ^.^)
Total voltaje 5 . 2v

Voltage across R...4.6v

Voltage across C. ..2.2v

Voltage across L...1.6v

Cureent Oo3i^a

Data for circuit of Figure '4Q:

(C = O^)
Total Volta-e iJ-.8v

Current in R . ;ina

Current in C 1.15rtia

Cxirrent in L 1.3ma

Total current . 74na

JkL
^V 1.3x10'

3

Data for circuit of Figure i+7;

(C= .25ffl

Total voltage 5.1v

Voltage across R. ..3.9v

Voltage across C.^.Gv

Voltage across L...1.6v

Current . 4-61(13

Data for circuit of Figure '49:

(C = .2^)
Total voltage 5.2v

Current in R 0.55ma

Current in C 0. 55ffia

Current on L 1.3nia

Total current l.Otna

Because the reactances of the coil and the parallel arrangement

of the two capacitors are more nearly equal, the combinatior of these

aives rise to circuits which are more nearly in resonance than the

circuits using only one .25^f capacitor. This is substantiated by the

greater total current for the series circuit using the two capacitors,

and by the smaller total current in the parallel circuit using the txro

capacitors.
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Oscilloscope patterns

The series circuit shown in Figure ^4-6 was used in the work with

the oscilloscpe. Because the currents, not the voltages, are out of

phase in a parallel circuit, and because the oscilloscope measures

voltages, this methoeJ cannot be used in parallel arrangements.

The pattern was a sine wave. The multiplier

was set to xlOO and the amplitude of the total

voltage vjas then 20 divisions peak-peak.

The pattern was centered as shovm at left,

after which the only changes made were in the

components across which the input was taken;

no changes were made in the adjustment of

the scooe.

Total voltage

TT \r

Volta^^e across C

(10 divisions peak-peak)

Voltage across R

(18 divisions peal<-pea!<)

Voltage across L

(10 divisions pealt-peak)

Lissajous patterns

The voltage across the whole circuit was put on the vertical input and

the voltage on the horizontal input was varied;

,^

Horizontal across
whole circuit

Horizontal across

capacitor

Horizontal across resistor Horizontal across inductor
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^he resistor used probably has an inductance associated ^^Ih it.

.his is demonstrated by the Lissajous patterns since the resistor versus

the total voltage reserved the inductor versus the total voltage, and L xs

kno\«i to have a resistance associated '^th it.
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CONDUCTIVITY MSASURSIiENTS

To measure the conductivity of a solution, it is only necessary/

to measure the resistance of a certain volume of the solution. The

cell usually used for this consists of two parallel platinum electrodes,

coated vrith platinum black, of somespecific area and separated by some

particular distance. This cell is placed in the solution and the

resistance measured. A Wheatstone Bridge is usually used for this

resistance measutement wiht an ac source and some suitable ac detector.

However, the cell also acts as a capacitknce since it is, after all,

two parallel plates separated by an electrolyte. For this reason, it

is impossible to balance the bridge exactly just by varying the resistance.

The cell may be represented as a parallel arrangement of a resistor and

a capacitor since the same potential is always across each. The effect

of a capacitor in such a circuit is to put the voltage and current out

of phase with one anothet The bridge circuit, ignoring temporarily the

detector, is the one shown in Figure 50.

It should be recalled

that in a parallel circuit

containing a capacitor and a

resistor, the voltages are in

phase in each component but

the currents are out of phase,

therefore, lj_ \-n.ll be out of

phase with ig, and although the

total voltage drops will be in

phase, the voltages across R^

and R2 will be out of phase with

Figure 50 each other and the voltages across

the c€ll and R i-rLll be out of phase. Therefore, it \n.H be impossible

to balance the bridge unless the currents are first brought into phase

with one another. It is possible to adjust R until V , is a minimum,

but not so that V •, is zero. The value of R which gives this minimum
CQ V

(assuming Rj_= Rg for convenience) X'jIII represent the impedance of the

cell, not the p'jre resistance.
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If appropriate variaBile capacitors

are available, this may be compensated

for by ..le circuit of Figure 51. C^

and R are the capacitance and resistance
c

of the cell respectively; R^ is the

decade box and C is r variable capacitor.

The capacitor is varied until the

voltage reaches a minimum (the currents

are in phase) , and then R^is varied

until there is no potential difference

across the detector. Because the

Figure 51 conductivity and hence resistance of the

cell is all that vre are interested in, it is not necessary to determine

the absolute value of the capacitance.

Procedure

ihe same Wneatstone Bridge that was used previously may be used

in this experiment. A lOOOcps signal generator is used as the voltage

source and either headphones (lOOCcps is an audible signal) or an

oscilloscope may serve as the detector.

The conductance of the follojing solutions should be measured:

0.1 F KCl i^^- order to caloilate the cell

0.01 F KCl constant and show concetration effects)
0.001 F Ka

First use the bridge without zhe variable capacitor, using both

headphones and the oscmlloscope as the detector. I'^ich detector gives

the smallest range in the readings?

Using the oscilloscope as ohe detector, repeat the measurements

for the 0.001 F KCl using the variable capacitor.

Decide v/hich circuit gives the most meaningful and easy to take

readings, and use it to tirate 0.02 K HCl \NT.th 0.0200 M NaOH conducto-

metrically.
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Calculations, data and conclusions

The following resistance values were determined for the cell

immersed in each solution:

Solution Resistance U) Resistance (jl)

oscilloscope head phones

e.l ? KCl 7.3±.l 7.0 +.5

O.Cl ? KCl 65.2 + .1

0.001 F KCl 639 ± 3

A better niniraura could be determined using the oscilloscope as the

detector.

Resistance of cell in O.OOl F KCl:

Trial Using C^ Not using C^

I 613.5 ± .2SV 610 + 1S\.

II 61S.1 ± .3 a 617 + la

III 613.6 + .i>ru 313 + la

A minimum was more easily observed when the capacitor was used.

However, the decade box is not really accurate to mere than aboul 2il.

and it was very difficult to observe a minimum when varying the capacitance.

Also, the bridse still could not be balanced completely. Therefore, the

measurements even when using C^ are probably only significant to three

places, and the only advantage in usin- C^ is that the minim^om is easier

bo observe.

Variations in the above readings mi^ht have been caused by changes

in solution temperature since the cell was not kept in a constant

temperature bath.

A more elaborate bridge would be necessary for precise, absolute

conductivity m.easurements. Such a bridge would have to eliminate the

^^noise^of the present apparatus,, and 'would require a precision(and

expensive) decade box, a variable resistor v.dth a larger range, etc.

However, this bridge is quite adequate for conductometric titrations

where relative, not absolute, conductivity values are required.
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Data - Titration of 0.02 M HCl with 0.0200 H KaOH

25.00 ml of '-CI were used

Ml NaOH Resistance Conductivity (1/R)

ohms mhos

e.OO 12.0 .083

2.00 12.2 .082

il.OO 12.6 .079

6.00 13.1 -076

83OO 13.9 -072

le.oo 1^.6 .069

12.00 18.0 .056

lij-.OO 19.1 -052

16.00 20.5 -0^9

18.00 23.0 .04-i4-

20. li^ 25.7 .039

22.00 27.2 .038

2iJ-.00 30.3 -033

26.00 31.9 .031

23.00 36.3 .028

30,00 ^2.5 •02'+

32.00 48.5 -021

34.00 56.6 .0176

36.00 54.3 .0133

38.00 51.3 .0195

40.00 46.9 -021

42.00 43.0 .023

i^.OO 41.6 .024

46.00 39.4 .025

Because of experimental difficulties, the solution was probably

not always stirred completely enoui^h after each additon of KaOH.

Calculations

:

^W= 2?- ^-^2) = C.O272.
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DIODES, RECTIFIERS, AMD A DC PC^/JER SUPPLY

Because inost chemical instruments require the use of direct

currents, it is often necessarj^ to convert the readily available ac

current to dc current.

This may be done by usins diodes, devices which conduct current in

one direction only. Explanations of vacuum tube diodes may be fo'ond in

Malmstadt and Enke's Electronics for Scientists or in Strobel's

Chemical Instrumentation . An excellent discussion of semiconductors

and junction diodes appears in«Journal of Chemical Educatiorf, kS, 30 (1969)

If a diode is inserted into an ac circuit, current will flow in

the circuit for half of the cycle, and no current will flow during the

other half cycle. Dmrinr the half of the cycle that point a of Figure 52

—N

—

a.

\Jo^i

is positive with respect to point b,

current will flow in the circuit

and there will be a voltage drop

across R. vrnen a is negative vath

respect to b, no current flows and

the voltage drop across R is zero.

The net result is that the current in

the circuit flows in only one direction, but it is not constant. Instead,

it appears in pulses and is knovm as a pulsating dc current. Since the

voltage drop across R is dependent on the current, tiis voltage is also

pulsating. (See Figure 53)

Figure 52

A A A A ,

Figure 53

Two diodes may be connected in such a way as to give full-wave

rectification. This is illustrated in Figure 54.
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V>K

*/c'ca

'^/'v.

Figure 5^

Here C is connected to the transformer so that Y^^= Y^j^=
2^ab*

-;<'hen A is positive vxith respect to 3, it is positive viith respect to

C, and current flows from A to C through R. During the other half of

the cycle, i is positive vrith respect to C and current flows though R

from 3 to C. The current through R is in the same direction each tine.

It should be noted that becarse V^^ is only l/2('/.^3), the voltage across

R is one half as great as in the half-wave rectifier of Figure 52,, but

in this case, both half cycles give rise to out put voltage.

Another i/pe of full-wave rectifier is the cridge rectifier shovm

in Figure 55.

rfY\r
UOv :

ac
« 3

i'i^:ure 55

VJhen A is positive \d.th respect to B, current flows through Dj., R,

and D3 to 3. V^en 3 is positive with respecL to A, current flows from

3 through D^^ , R, and Dg 10 A. In each half cycle it flows through R in

the same direction, and this L^ives a full-wave rectifier, which allovs

one to use the An tire voltage drop from A to 3.
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The rectified currents are indeed in one direction, but they

vary in intensity. For most work, this pulsating dc is not adequate,

so various filters are used to give a more even voltage supply.

One such filter is the capacitor filter. If a capacitor is con-

nected in parallel with the load resistor, it charges as the current

in the circuit increases, and then begins to discharge through R^

when the current (and therefore the voltage) decreases. This filter

is especially effective where R^ is large and the araoant of current

flowing through it is small; since if only small currents ai-e drawn

from the capacitor, the voltage across it will stay relatively constant.

An inductance filter uses an inductor in series with R, . This

opposes changes in the current through R, and is therefore most effective

when R. is small and the changes in current are therefore relatively

large.

Air filter, shown in Figure 56, is a combination of the L and C

filters which keeps the "ripple voltage relatively low regardless of

the load resistance.

Figure 56

Procedure

Using the breadboard circuit, construct half-wave, full-wave,

and bridge full-v;ave rectifiers, observing the output voltage v;ith the

oscilloscope (let R-= IOC JJ^) . If the patterns appear upside down on

the oscilloscope, replug the transformer so that they are rightside up.

(V/hy does this correct it?)

Leave the bridge rectifier set up and insert a capacitor filter

using a 200 l/f electrolytic capacitor, being sure to put it in correctly.

Observe any defferences when ?^ is changed from lOOJlto lOOCA. Also

measure the input and output voltages.
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Put an L filter in the same rectifier. Again change the siae of

IL from lOOJJ-to 1000JL, and note any difference in the ripple voltaoe.

Heasnre the input and output voltages.

next connect the TT filter. Again vary R^^ and measure the input

and output voltages.
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Data and conclusions

The breadboard circuit used was adapted from the Heath SU^,';-15

Universal Power Supply.

TTaw^Wvr>er

-•CT

1
1 I i

Breadboard Circuit

To

Breadboard circuit connected as

half-vjave rectifier

A ATT

Oscilloscope
pattern

The oscilloscope pattern indicated that the diode was not strong enoui^h

at that potential to stop all the reverse current, so two diodes were

used in series:

xr

Tc
D-iollc-sccpc A A

Breadboard circuit for halX-wave
rectifier using two diodes in

series

Oscilloscope
oattern
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Breadboard circuit for
full-wave rectifier

Oscilloscope
pattern

2 6-5cM1oscope

Breadboard circuit for bridge
full-v;ave rectifier

\rvw\

Oscilloscope
oattern

^ To o<>CillDSCDf 2-

Breadboard circuit and oscilloscpe patterns fo:

bridire full-wave rectifier '.dth C filter
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^*- To ostjMoscopi

Breadboard circuit and oscilloscope patterns fo:

brid--e full-vrave rectified with L fil'.er

L \r\

[>^ \C<:>O.R.

TT-jUf TT- in*. CSc.llc"50l'pC

Breadboaixl circuit and oscilloscope pattern for

bridge full-wave rectifier withfT filter
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CONCLUSION

The experiments discussed in this paper have been presented in

the order in vrhich they should be done. A possible expansion of

these experiments vrould be to determine the characteristics of a triode

and to use thid triode as a simple oae-stage amplifier. After such an

amplifier has been constructed, the student should be able to understand

more complicated airiplifiers, and the concepts of feedback and coupling

could be introduced.

If the experiments are expanded to include such work, the student

should have about tvro weeks available to devote to methods which are

particularly interesting to him, investigating these methods in more

detail. This might include the use of an operational amplifier in such

diverse methods as constant current coiaometr^^ and differential thermal

analysis, or studies mth gas chromato'jraphy.

The attempt made in this work was to desia;n a laboratory- course

which will provide the student with enough basic understanding of the

principles on which instruments are based , so that he may then work

independently vilUi new instruments or new applications of instruments.
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FOOTNOTES

•^'lalmstadt and Enke, Electronics for Scientists, po. 4 and 3.

^Ibid. . pp. 5 and i<-7/J-i+73.

^ggg^^g^ Electricity and Magnetism , p. 2^3.

\eilley and Sav.yer. Experiments for Instrumental Kethods. p. 296.

^••students* Potentiometer and Accessories," Catalog E-50-:i(l)

,

Leeds and Northrup Compan3^ 19^5. P- 5

Malmstadt and Enke, p. 502.
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